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A Different Partisan Voice:
Gendered Experiences in the Conservative Party of Canada 

This project aims to help us understand the backgrounds,
motivations, identities, and political experiences of women active
within the Conservative Party; examine how women conceive of their
own relationship with conservatism and the Conservative Party; and
investigate how the relationship between women, gender, and the
Conservative Party might converge and/or diverge with conservative
women’s own ideas and beliefs about gender 

Women's participation in right-wing parties hasn't been adequately
studied, especially those involved in their everyday organization and
advocacy, leaving significant gaps in knowledge about ideological and
partisan diversity among women. When studies of conservatism do
address women and gender, they tend to gloss over the ideological
diversity within conservative politics itself (Thomas 2017). Conservative
women can possess an ability to disrupt essentialist claims that position
feminists as the de facto representatives of women and women’s
interests, opening areas in which to study the variety among partisan
women (Schreiber 2008). In addition, the ways in which women might be
crucial political actors who affect dominant ideologies of conservatism
remain understudied . Conservative women occupy a complex but
understudied intersection of identity, partisanship, and political ideology.
To examine these ideas, this research draws on intersectionality theory to
recognize that differences among women can be based on other key
markers of difference inherent in their backgrounds and identities
(Crenshaw 1991; Hill Collins 2000). 
 

We will conduct 50 semi-structured interviews with women involved in
the Conservative Party and its related campus groups to investigate
their backgrounds, motivations, and experiences as well as the
gendered experience of their participation in the party. Following the
interviews, a discourse analysis will be conducted of Conservative
Party speeches that invoke “gender” to deepen the understanding of
the relationship between gender, women, and the Conservative Party
itself. Combining discourse analysis with interviews will capture
complexities of gender within Conservative Party politics, leaving open
the possibility that Conservative Party discourse about women and
gender may diverge from the views of Conservative women themselves

As a research intern, my primary tasks were writing the Research Ethics
Board application and creating an interview guide. Writing questions for
the interviews was a meaningful experience, as it helped me clarify the
aims of the project and forced me to decide how to frame and order
questions in an unbiased, non-threatening way. I was given a lot of
freedom in this process, which strengthened my independence and
abilities.
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